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S UMMARY
Mechanisms through which atmospheric aerosols affect cloud microphysics, dynamics and precipitation are
investigated using a spectral microphysics two-dimensional cloud model. A significant effect of aerosols on cloud
microphysics and dynamics has been found. Maritime aerosols lead to a rapid formation of raindrops that fall
down through cloud updraughts increasing the loading in the lower part of a cloud. This is, supposedly, one of
the reasons for comparatively low updraughts in maritime convective clouds. An increase in the concentration of
small cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) leads to the formation of a large number of small droplets with a low
collision rate, resulting in a time delay of raindrop formation. Such a delay prevents a decrease in the vertical
velocity caused by the falling raindrops and thus increases the duration of the diffusion droplet growth stage,
increasing latent heat release by condensation. The additional water that rises to the freezing level increases latent
heat release by freezing. As a result, clouds developing in continental-type aerosol tend to have larger vertical
velocities and to attain higher levels.
The results show that a decrease in precipitation efficiency of single cumulus clouds arising in microphysically continental air is attributable to a greater loss of the precipitating mass due to a greater sublimation
of ice and evaporation of drops while they are falling from higher levels through a deep layer of dry air outside
cloud updraughts. By affecting precipitation, atmospheric aerosols influence the net heating of the atmosphere.
Simulations show that aerosols also change the vertical distribution of latent heat release, increasing the level of
the heating peak.
Clouds arising under continental aerosol conditions produce as a rule stronger downdraughts and stronger
convergence in the boundary layer. Being triggered by larger dynamical forcing, secondary clouds arising in
microphysically continental air are stronger and can, according to the results of simulations, form a squall
line. The squall line formation was simulated both under maritime (GATE-74) and continental (PRE-STORM)
thermodynamic conditions. In the maritime aerosol cases, clouds developing under similar thermodynamic
conditions do not produce strong downdraughts and do not lead to squall line formation.
Thus, the ‘aerosol effect’ on precipitation can be understood only in combination with the ‘dynamical effect’
of aerosols. Simulations allow us to suggest that aerosols, which decrease the precipitation efficiency of most
single clouds, can contribute to the formation of very intensive convective clouds and thunderstorms (e.g. squall
lines, etc.) accompanied by very high precipitation rates. Affecting precipitation, net atmospheric heating and its
vertical distribution, as well as cloud depth and cloud coverage, atmospheric aerosols (including anthropogenic
ones) influence atmospheric motions and radiation balance at different scales, from convective to, possibly, global
ones.
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I NTRODUCTION

High concentrations of smoke aerosols have been shown to reduce cloud droplet
size and drop coalescence to the extent of completely shutting off precipitation from
tropical clouds with tops under 6 km in Indonesia, India and the Amazon basin, as
found by both satellites and in situ aircraft observations (Rosenfeld 1999; Rosenfeld and
Woodley 2003; Andreae et al. 2004). Aerosols from urban and industrial air pollution
were found to have a similar effect on precipitation (Rosenfeld and Lensky 1998;
Rosenfeld 2000; Rosenfeld et al. 2002). Radar tracking of individual convective rain
cells showed that the rainfall amount from clouds with suppressed coalescence was only
half of the rainfall produced from clouds with active warm rain processes that reached
the same top height, for top heights >10 km. This difference was much greater for
shallower clouds (Rosenfeld and Woodley 2003). However, aerosol-laden clouds that
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did grow above the freezing level were observed to be more vigorous (Rosenfeld and
Woodley 2003) and have larger ice hydrometeors mass at the expense of suppressed
warm rain, leading to extreme hail reaching the surface in smoky Amazon clouds
(Andreae et al. 2004). Convective clouds over polluted urban areas display the large
lightning excess observed, for instance, over Houston (Orville et al. 2001), which is
the most air-polluted city in the USA. However, such extreme lightning could be the
result of the urban heat island as well (Williams et al. 2004). The observations in
the Amazon did not provide a conclusive answer, but do not contradict Rosenfeld’s
hypothesis concerning aerosol effects on cloud electrification (Williams et al. 2004).
Some of these aerosol effects were numerically simulated by Khain et al. (1999,
2001a, 2004) and Khain and Pokrovsky (2004) using a two-dimensional spectral
microphysics Hebrew University Cloud Model (HUCM). A detailed investigation of
raindrop formation in ascending cloud parcels (Segal et al. 2004) showed that the
spectrum of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN; the term CCN refers here to all aerosol
particles which can be potentially activated, so that we distinguish non-activated and
activated CCN as proposed by Pruppacher and Klett 1997) can be divided into three
main ranges. CCN with the radii rCCN < 0.01 μm are not usually activated and do not
influence the cloud microphysical structure. CCN of intermediate size, with 0.01 μm <
rCCN < ∼1 μm, are, as a rule, activated and give rise to droplet formation.
An increase in the concentration of CCN of this size leads to an increase in the
droplet concentration and slows down the diffusion growth of droplets. Droplet spectra
become narrower and, as a result, the height of the collision triggering level increases,
which leads to a delay in raindrop formation (Khain et al. 1999; Andrea et al. 2004;
Segal et al. 2004). CCNs with rCCN > ∼1 μm give rise to the formation of large droplets
that foster raindrop formation at lower levels (e.g. Yin et al. 2000; Rosenfeld et al. 2002;
Segal et al. 2004). A delay or acceleration in raindrop formation does not automatically
lead to a decrease or an increase in the accumulated rain because of strong dynamical
feedbacks induced by the changes in the precipitation-forming processes. In this study
we investigate physical mechanisms, by means of which aerosols of intermediate size
affect cloud microphysics, dynamics and accumulated rain.

2.

N UMERICAL MODEL

(a) Model dynamics
Some elements of the HUCM dynamics and microphysics are described in Khain
and Sednev (1996), Khain et al. (2004) and briefly summarized below. The model is
a non-hydrostatic two-dimensional one. It is written in the Cartesian coordinate frame.
The equations for the horizontal and vertical velocity components u and w, as well
as the continuity equation, are reduced to the equations for the vorticity and the stream
function. Thermodynamic equations include the equation for the potential temperature θ
and the water vapour–dry air mixing ratio q. All variables are calculated at the same grid
points. The equation system is based on the deep convection approximation (Ogura and
Phillips 1962), according to which the air density in the continuity equation is assumed
to be dependent on the vertical coordinate z only. Variations in the air density in the
horizontal direction are taken into account only in the term describing the buoyancy
force.
Turbulent mixing is described using the k-theory. Turbulent coefficients of viscosity
and thermo-conductivity are calculated from the equation for kinetic turbulent energy,
under the assumption that the turbulence is homogeneous and stationary.
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Open boundary conditions are used at the lateral boundaries. At the upper and lower
boundaries, vertical velocities are assumed equal to zero; temperature and air humidity
are assumed invariable with time during cloud simulations. The equation for vorticity is
solved using the Arakawa (1966) method, which obeys conservative laws similar to the
original differential equation. The Poisson equation for stream function is solved using a
non-iterative method based on the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The equations for
potential temperature, mixing ratio and size distribution functions are integrated using
an implicit numerical scheme with spatial derivatives approximated by upstream finite
differences.
The size of the computational area used in simulations is 128 km × 16 km in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The grid resolution is 250 m in the
horizontal direction and 125 m in the vertical. Supplemental experiments (Khain et al.
2004) show that further increase of the model resolution does not influence the results
significantly.
(b) Model microphysics
The model microphysics (see Khain and Sednev 1996; Khain et al. 2000, 2004
for more detail) is based on solving an equation system for eight size (number) distributions for water drops, ice crystals (columnar, plate-like and dendrites), snowflakes
(aggregates), graupel, hail/frozen drops and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Each size
distribution is represented by 33 mass doubling categories (bins), so mass mk in the
category k is determined as mk = 2mk−1 , where k = 2, . . . , 33. The minimum mass
of the hydrometeor mass grids (except aerosols) corresponds to that of a 2 μm radius
droplet. The mass grids used for hydrometeors of all types are similar, which simplifies the calculation of the interaction between hydrometeors of different bulk densities.
The model microphysics is specifically designed to take into account the effect of atmospheric aerosols on cloud development and precipitation formation, as well as effects of
clouds on CCN concentration in the atmosphere.
Nucleation (CCN activation) of droplets is based on the utilization of a separate
size distribution function for CCN. In the current model version the initial size distribution of CCN is calculated by using a dependence of concentration N of activated
CCN on supersaturation with respect to water Sw as described by Khain et al. (2000).
In particular, the empirical dependence (Pruppacher and Klett 1997) can be written in the form of N = N0 Swk , where Sw (in %), N0 and k are measured constants.
Using supersaturation Sw calculated in the course of model integration, the value of the
critical size of dry CCN rNcrit is determined at each model time step. Aerosol particles
with the radii rN > rNcrit are activated and transformed into droplets. The corresponding
bins of the CCN size distributions become empty. When there are no aerosol particles
with rN > rNcrit in the CCN spectra at a particular grid point, no new droplet nucleation
takes place at this point. The size of fresh nucleated droplets is calculated as follows.
When the radii of CCN rN < 0.03 μm, the equilibrium assumption (according to the
Köhler equation) is used to calculate the radius of a nucleated droplet corresponding
to rN (see Khain et al. 2000 for more detail). When rN > 0.03 μm, the radius of the
water droplet formed on these CCN is just equal to ∼5 times the radius of the dry aerosol
particle (Kogan 1991; Khain et al. 1999; Yin et al. 2000; Segal et al. 2004). Since large
CCN do not reach their equilibrium size at cloud base, this approach prevents nucleation
of unrealistically large droplets, which inhibits too fast raindrop formation.
Nucleation of ice crystals is described proceeding from the formula presented
by Meyers and Cotton (1992) relating the number concentration of deposition and
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condensation-freezing ice nuclei (IN), Nd , to supersaturation with respect to ice,
Sice : Nd = Nd0 exp(ad + bd Sice ), where Nd0 = 10−3 m−3 , ad = −0.639, bd = 12.96.
Nucleation is prevented for temperatures warmer than −5 ◦ C. The number of newly
activated ice crystals at each time step in a certain grid point, dNd , is calculated as
follows:

b N dS
if dSice > 0
dNd = d d ice
0,
if dSice < 0,
where dSice is calculated by using a semi-Lagrangian approach (see Khain et al. 2000
for more detail). The type of nucleated ice crystals depends on temperature. According to Takahashi et al. (1991), temperature-dependent nucleation proceeds as follows:
plate-like crystals appear at −8 ◦ C > Tc ≥ −14 ◦ C and −18 ◦ C > Tc ≥ −22.4 ◦ C,
columnar crystals arise at −4 ◦ C > Tc ≥ −8 ◦ C, Tc < −22.4 ◦ C, and dendrites (branchtype crystals) form at −14 ◦ C > Tc ≥ −18 ◦ C.
Secondary ice generation is described by a Hallett and Mossop (1974) mechanism,
according to which at T = −5 ◦ C, 250 collisions of droplets with the diameter exceeding
24 μm with graupel particles lead to the formation of one ice splinter. According to measurements, this process is assumed to occur within the −3 to −8 ◦ C temperature range.
We suppose that the density of splinters is the same as that of pure ice (0.9 g cm−3 ) and,
hence, the splinters are assigned to plate-type ice crystals.
The rate of drop freezing is described following the observations of immersion
nuclei by Vali (1975, 1994) and of homogeneous freezing by Pruppacher (1995).
The rate of freezing is calculated using a semi-Lagrangian approach allowing one to
calculate changes in supersaturation and temperature in moving cloud parcels reaching
model grid points (Khain et al. 2000).
At each time step, supersaturations with respect to water and ice were calculated
by solving an equation system of corresponding differential equations (Khain and
Sednev 1996). Besides droplet and ice nucleation, these values of supersaturation are
used for the calculation of the diffusion growth/evaporation of water droplets and
deposition/sublimation of ice particles. We take into account the shape of ice crystals
to calculate diffusion growth of different ice crystals.
An efficient and precise method of solving the stochastic kinetic equation for
droplet collisions (Bott 1998) was extended to a system of stochastic kinetic equations
that are used to calculate water–water, water–ice and ice–ice collisions. The model uses
height-dependent drop–drop and drop–graupel collision kernels calculated by means of
the hydrodynamic method valid within a wide range of drop and graupel sizes (Khain
et al. 2001a; Pinsky et al. 2001). Ice–ice aggregation rates are assumed to be temperature
dependent. An increase in the water–water and water–ice collision kernels by the
turbulent/inertia mechanism was taken into account following Pinsky et al. (2000).
As a result of riming, ice crystals and snowflakes can convert into graupel or into hail
depending on the temperature. Collisions between ice crystals lead to snow (aggregates)
formation. Khain et al. (2000) describe in detail the procedure of the conversion of
hydrometeor types as a result of different kinds of collisions.
Recently, a description of collision breakup has been implemented in the HUCM
microphysics (Seifert et al. 2005). The changes of drop size distribution due to breakup
are represented by the well known stochastic breakup equation (Pruppacher and Klett
1997). The coalescence efficiency and the fragment size distributions are parametrized
following Low and List (1982), with some corrections for small raindrops using
parametrizations given by Beard and Ochs (1995). The breakup is conducted for drops
exceeding 100 μm in diameter.
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Figure 1. (a) The Midland/Texas sounding data of 13 August 1999 (Rosenfeld and Woodley 2000) (left panel);
(b) the sounding measured at day 261 of GATE (Ferrier and Houze 1989) (right panel).

3.

R ESULTS : AEROSOL EFFECTS ON PRECIPITATION

(a) Initial conditions
In the simulations discussed below, we used two types of thermodynamic conditions: the unstable conditions in Texas during summertime (Fig. 1(a)) (Rosenfeld and
Woodley 2000) and the more stable GATE (day 261) maritime temperature profiles
(Ferrier and Houze 1989) (Fig. 1(b)). The initial size distribution (t = 0) of CCN is
calculated using the dependence Nccn = ASwk , where S is the supersaturation in %, and
A and k are parameters typical of continental and maritime conditions. The formula is
valid within a certain supersaturation range. Beyond this range additional constraints
are applied to the CCN distributions (see below). In simulations, aerosol particles are
assumed to be soluble, with the chemical properties of NaCl. The aerosol chemical composition has quite a small effect on the droplet concentration. As concerns nucleation
properties (e.g. the value of the critical radius), a change of the chemical composition
can be taken into account by a corresponding (usually quite small) change in the CCN
‘effective’ radius (Mazin and Shmeter 1983). In the present study, initial aerosol concentration and size distribution do not change with height. As was shown by Khain and
Pokrovsky (2004), aerosols that penetrate the cloud through the lateral boundaries do
not affect the microstructure of the cores of deep clouds (the protected cores), so that
the effect of aerosols penetrating the cloud base is dominating.
To reveal the role of CCN in the dynamics and microphysics of cumulus clouds,
two initial aerosol distributions (microphysically continental—the C-case and microphysically maritime—the M-case) are applied for each thermodynamic condition. In the
C-case, coefficient A is set equal to 1260 cm−3 and k = 0.306. Also, in the C-case the
maximum size of dry CCN is assumed equal to 0.6 μm. In the M-case, coefficient A is
set equal to 100 cm−3 , while coefficient k = 0.462. Since the maximum CCN radius in
the model is 2 μm, the maximum radius of nucleated droplets in the M-case does not
exceed ∼10 μm. Thus, the possible role of ultragiant CCN has not been analysed in the
study.
It was also assumed that in the M-case there were no small CCN in the CCN spectrum that could be activated at supersaturation values exceeding 1.1%. This assumption is based on the measurements by Hudson (1984, 1993), and Hudson and Frisbie
(1991) indicating no increase in the CCN concentration in extreme maritime cases for
S > 0.6%, which suggests lack of small CCN. Thus, we assumed that when conditions
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Figure 2. Initial size distributions for continental- and maritime-type aerosols used in simulations.

are not very extreme, maritime air does not contain small aerosols to be activated at
S > 1.1%. Initial size distributions for continental and maritime aerosols used in the
simulations are presented in Fig. 2. As soon as the CCN size distribution is determined,
each bin of the distribution is advected by both the background wind and convective
motions. The transport of aerosol mass within drops and release of new aerosols by
total droplet evaporation is not taken into account in the simulations.
(b) Precipitation efficiency
Let P be the total mass of hydrometeors formed in clouds by diffusional growth
of droplets and deposition of water vapour on ice particles, and L be the loss of the
hydrometeor mass due to drop evaporation and ice sublimation. It is reasonable to
define the precipitation efficiency E of clouds as the ratio: E = (P − L)/P . The value
(P − L) determines the precipitation amount that reaches the surface. The precipitation
efficiency varies from zero (when hydrometeor mass has been totally lost owing to
evaporation) to one (when the loss is negligibly small). Below we consider effects
of aerosols on the precipitation efficiency of single convective clouds under different
thermodynamic conditions.
(i) Unstable continental conditions. The rain rates as the functions of time and
x-coordinate for M- and C-cases in clouds developed under Texas unstable conditions
are shown in Fig. 3. One can see a significant (∼20 min) delay in the onset of
precipitation and a significant decrease in the precipitation amount in C-clouds.
These differences in precipitation can be attributed to the following. In the M-cloud,
raindrops form at comparatively low levels (see the strong decrease of droplet concentration with height in the upper right panel of Fig. 4), and fall down, reaching
the surface without any significant evaporation. In the C-cloud a high concentration
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Figure 3. Rain rates as the functions of time and x-coordinate under the Texas thermodynamic conditions of 17
August 1999 (Rosenfeld 2000; Khain et al. 2001b). Simulations were performed for the microphysically maritime
(left panel) and the microphysically continental aerosols (right panel).

of small droplets (up to 1000 cm−3 ) arises by nucleation (upper left panel of Fig. 4).
These droplets have low collision efficiency, as well as low freezing rate. In summertime, unstable atmosphere vertical velocities exceed 20 m s−1 , so that droplets rapidly
reach the level of homogeneous freezing (∼9.5 km) and give rise to the formation
of ice crystals with the concentration of several hundred per cm3 (lower left panel
in Fig. 4). These crystals, as well as small graupel and snowflakes formed at higher
levels, spread over a large area and sublimate during their fall down through the dry air,
without contributing to precipitation. Raindrops falling from higher levels experience
significant evaporation too. As a result, the increase in CCN concentration leads to a
delay and decrease of precipitation at the surface. Note that the mass content of water
drops (with the maximum of ∼3 g m−3 ), as well as of ice particles (the maximum total
ice content was also ∼3 g m−3 ) are quite significant in the C-case and exceed the corresponding values in the M-case by the factor of about 1.5 to 2. However, only a small
fraction of the formed hydrometeor mass in the C-case reaches the ground. It means
that the precipitation efficiency is quite low in the Texas continental clouds (in the
C-case). The low precipitation efficiency also means that a significant heating caused by
droplet diffusion growth, ice particles’ deposition and freezing is largely compensated
by cooling due to drop evaporation, ice sublimation and drop melting.
(ii) Single maritime clouds. Aerosol effects on clouds and precipitation under maritime conditions (as well as under comparatively wet and not extremely unstable
conditions) are more complicated and are highly affected by the vertical wind shear
and air humidity.
The development of single clouds under the GATE-74 thermodynamic conditions
was triggered by a 5 min duration heating within the 0.5 km wide and 1 km deep zone
within the boundary layer. The heating rate was assumed sinusoidal (half period) both
in the horizontal and vertical direction. By varying the maximum heating rate (that
was ranged from 0.005 ◦ C s−1 to 0.2 ◦ C s−1 in different experiments), the formation of
single clouds of different top heights was triggered. The cloud evolution was simulated
all through the cloud life period, up to total cloud dissipation. For each cloud the
maximum cloud top height (determined by the 10 dBz level) and the accumulated rain
amount were determined. Three sets of simulations with the GATE temperature profile
have been performed. In the first set no wind shear (NO WS) was assumed. In the second
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Figure 4. The fields of droplet (upper panels) and plate-like ice crystal concentration (lower panels) in Texas
summertime clouds under continental (left panels) and maritime (right panels) aerosols.

set (wind shear, WS) the wind speed increases from 0.4 m s−1 at z = 0 km to 5 m s−1 at
z = 9 km. Above z = 9 km the wind speed was assumed equal to 5 m s−1 . In both cases
air humidity was quite high, with ∼90% in the lower 2 km layer and about 50–60% in
the middle troposphere that corresponds to the GATE day-261 sounding. The third set of
simulations was similar to the second one except the relative humidity was decreased by
10% in the lower 2 km layer (RH = 80%) and by ∼20–25% in the middle troposphere.
The changes in the air humidity were performed by a corresponding change of the
vertical profile of the dew-point temperature. Each set of the experiments consisted of
experiments with maritime (the M-case) and continental (the C-case) CCN. The results
of the simulations are shown in Fig. 5. Each point in these figures represents the
result of two simulations (M- and C-clouds) performed under similar initial temperature
forcing. Higher cloud tops correspond to the larger initial heat forcing. The left panels
present a comparison of the maximum cloud top height between the C- and M-clouds.
The right panels present a comparison of accumulated rain amounts in M- and C-clouds
in corresponding simulations.
Figure 5 will be discussed in more detail in relation to dynamical aerosol effects.
Here we note only that while in the case of no wind shear and high air relative
humidity single C-clouds with the maximum top heights below 10 km can produce
more accumulated rain than single M-clouds triggered by similar heat forcing, in the
presence of the wind shear and especially in the case of lower air humidity, C-clouds
produce smaller amounts of accumulated rain.
Using results shown in Fig. 5, we plotted Fig. 6 that shows the maximum cloud top
height of convective clouds versus the accumulated rain. One can see that (a) among
clouds of the same top height, single M-clouds produce larger amounts of accumulated
rain as compared to C-clouds; (b) to produce the same rain amount, C-clouds have
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Figure 5. Cloud top heights (left panels) and accumulated rain amounts (right panels) of single clouds developed
in microphysically continental and microphysically maritime aerosols (see text for details). The simulations of
Example 3 are circled.
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Figure 6. Accumulated rain versus maximum cloud top height in simulations under maritime (GATE, 261st day)
temperature profile. Simulations were performed for microphysically maritime aerosol (M-cases) and microphysically continental aerosols (C-cases) for different wind shears and atmospheric relative humidity (see text
for details).

to be higher; (c) the wind shear and especially the air humidity significantly change
the accumulated rain amount, as well as the difference between the accumulated rain
amounts in C- and M-clouds; (d) while in M-clouds the accumulated rain monotonically
increases with the cloud top height in all simulations, in C-clouds with a non-zero wind
shear, precipitation stops growing above a certain cloud top height.
Physical explanation of these differences can be derived from the analysis of the
vertical profiles of convective heating/cooling. Let us choose, as an example, two clouds
developing in microphysically continental and microphysically maritime air, which
produce similar accumulated rain amounts in simulations with no wind shear (in Fig. 6
these simulations are marked as Example 1). The top height of the C-cloud exceeds
9 km, while the maximum top height of the M-cloud is about 8 km.
Figure 7 shows the heating/cooling profiles plotted for these two clouds calculated
by averaging heating/cooling in the horizontal direction over the computational area
and over the 4-hour simulation time. The dashed lines corresponding to the positive
values of latent heat release reflect the contribution of condensation, freezing and
deposition. The dashed–dotted lines corresponding to the negative values of latent
heat release reflect the cooling caused by droplet evaporation, ice melting and ice
sublimation. The thick and thin solid lines show the profiles of net convective heating
for C- and M-clouds, respectively. The areas (integrals) formed by these solid lines
reflect the total atmospheric heating due to phase transitions and are a measure of
the precipitation amount. One can see that C-cloud produces larger heating and larger
cooling as compared to M-cloud. The larger heating is caused by larger diffusion growth
and more intense droplet freezing. The higher droplet evaporation and ice sublimation in
the C-case can be attributed to the following. In the C-cloud, raindrops and ice particles
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of convective heating for clouds marked in Fig. 6 as ‘Example 1’. The clouds produce
similar accumulated rain. C-cloud attains higher cloud top. Both heating (by condensation and freezing and
deposition) and cooling (due to sublimation, melting and evaporation) are larger in C-cloud.

are smaller than in the M-case and they ascend to higher levels. Besides, they have
a smaller sedimentation velocity. As a result, the time duration of their sedimentation
is longer. The detrainment of liquid and ice particles at the upper levels leads to the
following effect: ice particles and drops falling from higher levels tend to sediment
through comparatively dry air. At the same time, in the M-case, raindrops form at lower
levels and fall down through the shallower layer of cloudy wet air (or in close vicinity to
the cloud). The net heating in the C-cloud is extended to higher levels. The minimum in
the net heating at ∼4 km in the C-cloud is related to the cooling caused by the melting
of ice (mainly graupel). In the M-cloud such a minimum is much less pronounced,
indicating a smaller contribution of melted rain in this case.
Another example of latent heat release profiles for clouds developed in the case
of a wind shear in the C- and M-clouds is shown in Fig. 8. These clouds (marked
as Example 2 in Fig. 6) attain similar maximum top heights (about 10 km), but the
accumulated rain in the M-cloud is significantly larger than in the C-cloud. The feature
similar to that in Example 1 can be clearly seen: the heating in the C-cloud is larger,
but the cooling reflecting the loss of precipitation in the C-case is still larger and
more significant. A stronger wind at the upper levels moves water droplets and ice
downwind fostering their fall through dry air and their evaporation and sublimation.
The wind shear fosters spreading of drops and ice downwind and leads to higher loss
in precipitation in the C-clouds. We suppose that precipitation in C-clouds does not
increase with the increase in cloud top height above a certain level (see the profiles
related to C-clouds in the ‘wind shear’ and ‘low humidity’ experiments in Fig. 6)
because of evaporation/sublimation of hydrometeors at the upper levels in the presence
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Figure 8. Vertical profiles of convective heating for clouds marked in Fig. 6 as ‘Example 2’. The clouds reach
similar cloud top height. M-cloud produces larger precipitation amount, as can be seen by comparison of net
heating profiles in M- and C-clouds (see text for details).

of a wind shear. This situation resembles the case of Texas clouds, where an increase
in the cloud top height leads to the formation of a lot of ice crystals and the loss of the
precipitation mass.
The decrease in precipitation with a decrease in humidity (curves referred to as
‘wind shear, low humidity’ in Fig. 6) can be attributed to the increase in the loss of the
precipitating mass by evaporation and sublimation. This loss is significantly larger in
C-clouds. A lower sensitivity of precipitation in M-clouds to both the wind shear and
humidity is related to the formation of raindrops at low levels and to their fall within
wet air.
The higher loss in the precipitating mass by drop evaporation and ice sublimation
is the main cause of the smaller precipitation efficiency of clouds developed in the
continental CCN case. Note that since precipitation efficiency depends on the cloud
top height (see also Segal et al. 2004), we compare the precipitation efficiency of C- and
M-clouds of similar cloud maximum top heights.
The rate of precipitation efficiency decrease caused by an increase in the aerosol
concentration highly depends on environmental conditions, such as the atmospheric
instability, wind shear and atmospheric humidity.
(c) Dynamical aerosol effects
It is well known that vertical velocities in maritime convective clouds are significantly smaller than in continental clouds. While in continental clouds vertical
updraughts easily exceed 20–30 m s−1 , only 5% of deep maritime clouds have the
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maximum updraught velocity exceeding 10 m s−1 (Zipser and LeMone 1980; Emanuel
1994). It is widely accepted that this difference is caused by the higher instability of
the continental atmosphere. This is usually attributed to a potentially higher surface
temperature which, say, in summertime Texas conditions can exceed 36 ◦ C (Rosenfeld
and Woodley 2000), while the sea surface temperature (SST) hardly exceeds 31 ◦ C.
Note, however, that the land surface temperature often does not exceed the SST, while
the existence of a higher vertical humidity gradient (a higher gradient of virtual temperature) and the lower cloud base level must foster the formation of strong updraughts in
maritime clouds too.
As was shown in section 3(b), one of the factors decreasing cloud updraughts in
maritime clouds is the early formation of raindrops and their fall through the cloud
updraughts which increases loading at low levels. Besides, in C-clouds the droplet
diffusion growth continues up to higher levels and more liquid water is available for
freezing. Being of a microphysical nature, these mechanisms affect cloud dynamics and
will be referred to as dynamic effects of aerosols.
Lower precipitation efficiency of C-clouds does not mean that, being triggered
by similar heat (of another type) initial forcing, a single C-cloud always produces a
smaller precipitation amount than a single M-cloud. For instance, Fig. 5 (upper panels)
shows that in the no-wind-shear case, C-clouds with the maximum top heights under
10 km produce more accumulated rain than M-clouds triggered by similar heat forcing.
This case is illustrated by comparing the fields of vertical velocity, latent heat release
and total ice contents (Fig. 9) as well as by time–horizontally averaged vertical heating/cooling profiles (Fig. 10) in C- and M-clouds marked in Figs. 5 (circles in upper
panel) and 6 as ‘Example 3’. Figure 9 indicates that the C-cloud is characterized by
larger values of latent heat release that leads to larger vertical updraught and higher
maximum of cloud top (see the fields of total ice content). Figure 10 indicates that in
spite of greater loss of the precipitating mass by evaporation and sublimation (note that
the loss is minimal in the absence of wind shear), the precipitation amount in the C-cloud
turns out to be larger than in the M-cloud.
The dynamical effect can be seen even in the case of Texas unstable conditions
(Fig. 11): the maximum values of convective updraughts, as well as downdraughts, are
larger in clouds developed in continental aerosol air.
Since the instability of the maritime atmosphere is comparatively low, deep maritime convective clouds are often forced by surface-level convergence caused by the gust
fronts generated by previous convection (Ferrier and Houze 1989; Emanuel 1994). As a
result, the formation of secondary clouds turns out to be dependent on the properties of
primary clouds. In section 3(b) primary clouds were forced by the initial heating within
a comparatively narrow zone of the subcloud layer. Also, the wind shear was weak in
these simulations. As a result, these clouds did not produce secondary clouds either
in the M- or C-cases. As the width of the initial heating was successively increased
from 2 km to 4 km, primary clouds became wider and the maximum vertical velocity
increased. Besides, the wind shear was also increased to that measured on the 261st day
of the GATE (∼7 m s−1 per 5 km in the middle troposphere).
Figure 12 shows that in the C-case experiments, strengthening of the primary cloud
leads to the formation of a secondary cloud (seen by the formation of a new vertical
velocity maximum). At a certain stage, this secondary cloud gives rise to squall-line
formation. Secondary clouds formed in the M-case simulations were much weaker and
did not develop into a squall line. The process of the squall-line formation is illustrated
in Fig. 13. The first convective cloud is located at 9000 s at x = 75 km. Downdraughts
caused by this cloud, caused mainly by evaporation, sublimation and melting, foster the
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vertical velocity, t=3600s

heating rate, t=4500s

total ice content, t=7800s

Figure 9. Fields of vertical velocity (upper panels), latent heat release, and total ice contents (lower panel) in Cand M-clouds marked in Figs. 5 and 6 as ‘Example 3’. Left panels are related to C-cloud, right panels show the
fields in M-cloud.

formation of the secondary cloud, which turns into a squall line. The small secondary
cloud formed in the M-case precipitates rapidly, which supposedly prevents its further
development, limiting the cloud top height by 3–4 km (not shown).
Figure 14 shows precipitation rates in both the M- and C-clouds in simulations
when the GATE (261st day) sounding was used, and the first cloud was triggered by
the surface layer heating within the area of 4 km width. Two periods of precipitation
correspond to the first and secondary clouds. Precipitation in the M-case starts earlier.
The main difference in precipitation is stipulated by the secondary clouds: in the M-case
the secondary cloud dissipates by 200 min, while in the C-case a quasi-stationary squall
line forms.
The profiles of convective heating/cooling (Fig. 15) indicate a significant precipitation rate, as the heating significantly exceeds the cooling. We attribute the increase
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Figure 10. Vertical profiles of convective heating, cooling and net heating calculated under continental and
maritime CCN in case of GATE (261st day) soundings with no wind shear. The clouds chosen are triggered by
similar heat forcing and referred to as ‘Example 3’ in Figs. 5 and 6.

in the precipitation efficiency to an increase in the relative humidity within the area of
the squall line, as well as to a significant increase in the cloud cover (the squall line is
accompanied by significant melted rain falling from stratiform clouds behind the line).
The dynamical aerosol effects found for the GATE-74 conditions were simulated
in the case of continental convective storms as well. In these simulations the sounding
data measured during the continental squall-line formation in the PRE-STORM (Preliminary Regional Experiment for STORM Central) have been used (Gallus and Johnson
1991; Tao et al. 1993). Simulations were performed for microphysically continental
and microphysically maritime aerosol conditions. The dependencies of maximum and
minimum vertical velocities in the M- and C-cases for PRE-STORM simulations are
similar to those in GATE, with the exception that the maximum velocities are higher
than in Fig. 12. Figure 16 shows the radar reflectivity fields calculated in the C- and
M-cases at different time instances. One can see the formation of a bright band behind
the area of convective updraughts caused by ice melting. One can also see that secondary
clouds arise both in M- and C-cases, but in the C-case the secondary cloud develops into
a deeper cloud giving rise to the squall-line formation. Figure 17 shows the accumulated
rain amount in the C-and M-case simulations. One can see that precipitation in the
M-case begins ∼30 min earlier. However, while in the M-case secondary clouds do not
develop and cloud activity terminates towards 120 min, the accumulated precipitation in
the C-case continuously increases as long as the simulation lasts. The constant slope of
rain accumulation in the C-case indicates the formation of a quasi-stationary structure
of the squall line.
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Figure 11. Time dependence of updraught and downdraught velocity maxima in simulations of deep convective
cloud in the Texas thermodynamic conditions of 17 August 1999 (Rosenfeld 2000; Khain et al. 2001a).
Simulations were performed for microphysically continental aerosols (C-case) and the microphysically maritime
aerosol (M-case). Cloud developed in the C-case has stronger maximum updraughts and downdraughts, as well
as longer lifetime.

4.

D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensional spectral microphysics cloud model HUCM has been used for
the investigation of aerosol effects on cloud dynamics, microphysics and precipitation. It is shown that (a) an increase in the concentration of CCN with the radii
(0.01 μm < rCCN < ∼1 μm) drastically decreases precipitation from clouds developed
under unstable dry continental conditions, and (b) among clouds of the same cloud
top height, clouds developing under microphysically maritime aerosols produce larger
amounts of precipitation. The latter indicates higher precipitation efficiency of clouds
developing under maritime aerosols. The reduction of the precipitation efficiency of
clouds in microphysically continental aerosols is found to be caused by an increase
of the precipitation loss due to greater sublimation of ice and evaporation of droplets.
The larger loss in the precipitating mass has several causes: an increase of aerosol concentration leads to a decrease in the droplet sizes, which retards their collision and rapid
raindrop formation, leading to the transport of small droplets to higher levels. As a result,
a larger number of small ice particles form at higher levels that spread over a larger
area and sublimate/evaporate during their fall outside the cloud updraught. The small
sedimentation velocity of these particles extends the period of their fall, fostering the
mass losses by sublimation and evaporation. On the contrary, raindrops under maritime
aerosol conditions form at lower levels and fall down through the cloud updraughts or
in their vicinity. As a result, the loss of the precipitating mass in M-clouds is smaller
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Figure 12. Maximal updraughts and downdraughts in clouds developed under the GATE (261st day) soundings
in microphysically continental (C) and microphysically maritime (M) aerosol conditions. The development of
secondary clouds is shown in experiments with a successive increase in the intensity of the first cloud.

than in C-clouds. A decrease of air humidity increases the loss of precipitating mass
mainly in C-clouds which reduces their precipitation efficiency. The aerosol effects of
the precipitation efficiency also depend on the instability of the atmosphere and the wind
shear. If the precipitation loss is comparatively small (e.g. under wet air conditions), an
increase in aerosol concentration in the areas of high instability can lead to precipitation enhancement. This seems to agree with results reported by Williams et al. (2002)
and Filho et al. (2004).
These results indicate that accounting for the variations of droplet concentration
under different aerosol conditions is necessary, but not sufficient, for the appropriate simulation of aerosol effects on precipitation in different atmospheric models.
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Figure 13. Fields of vertical velocity (left panels) and stream lines (right panels) in the experiment with
continental aerosol illustrating the formation of secondary cloud developing into a squall line in GATE-74
thermodynamic conditions. The first cloud is located at ∼75 km. Downdraughts created by this cloud foster
the development of secondary cloud with its roots at ∼85 km.

An appropriate treatment of processes of droplet and ice particle evaporation/
sublimation is required. It makes the problem more complicated because the latter
processes require simulation of the decaying stage of cloud evolution and depend on
environmental conditions, such as the wind shear, which are usually not taken into
account in current convective parametrization schemes.
The results indicate that microphysical aerosol effects are closely related to the
dynamical effects of aerosols on the cloud intensity and structure. Since collisions
between small droplets arising in the continental-type aerosols are not efficient, droplets
ascend to higher levels, growing by diffusion. The cloud buoyancy also increases when
a large fraction of these droplets freezes, which strengthens the updraughts. Moreover,
a moderate wind shear decreases precipitation loading and leads to precipitation fall
through a deep layer of dry air downwind. The shift in the heating in cloud updraughts
and cooling in downdraughts of these clouds leads to the formation of thermally
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Figure 14. Precipitation rates from clouds developed in the microphysically maritime (left panel) and microphysically continental (right panel) aerosols under GATE (261st day) thermodynamic conditions. Squall line forms in
the case of microphysically continental aerosols.

Figure 15. Vertical profiles of convective heating, cooling and net heating calculated under microphysically
continental (C) and maritime (M) CCN in case of GATE (261st day) thermodynamic and wind sounding. Squall
line develops in the continental aerosol case.

and dynamically caused vorticity which additionally increases cloud intensity. As a
result, an increase in the CCN concentration tends to invigorate convection, and
increase the cloud top height and the cloud lifetime. Thus, the cloud top height in
the microphysically continental aerosol environment tends to increase not only because
of smaller droplet size and smaller sedimentation velocity, but also because aerosols
increase the ‘effective’ cloud buoyancy. As was shown above, the dynamical effect has
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Maritime CCN

Continental CCN

Figure 16. Time evolution of radar reflectivity in the microphysically maritime conditions (left panels) and in
the microphysically continental conditions (right panels) under the PRE-STORM sounding. Formation of squall
line in the microphysically continental conditions is seen.

a substantial consequence regarding aerosol effects on the precipitation efficiency of
clouds.
Numerical simulations reveal another important dynamical effect of aerosols.
As was shown, air cooling due to sublimation, melting and evaporation (and corresponding precipitation loss), as well as due to loading, leads to the formation of corresponding
downdraughts. These downdraughts are stronger in clouds developed under continental aerosol conditions. The downdraughts lead to the formation of convergence in the
boundary layer and foster the formation of secondary clouds. While in maritime aerosol
conditions the secondary clouds are usually weak and do not reach the upper levels,
secondary clouds developed under continental aerosol conditions are stronger.
The increase in the intensity of the secondary clouds in the microphysically continental
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Time evolution of accumulated rain in the PRE-STORM thermodynamic conditions in maritime and
continental aerosol cases.

aerosol was also found in the three-dimensional (3-D) mesoscale model with spectral
microphysics (Lynn et al. 2005a). Thus, this effect takes place both in two and 3-D
simulations.
In the present study we show that under certain conditions an increase in aerosol
concentration invigorates secondary clouds which penetrate the upper troposphere and
can give rise to the formation of squall lines. This effect has been simulated both for
squall lines observed over oceans (the GATE-74) and continents (the PRE-STORM
case). In this case the precipitation rate and its amount significantly increase, indicating
nonlinear effects in the cloud–aerosol interaction. Note that the formation of squall lines
signifies an increase in the scale of the rain phenomena from the convective scale of
single clouds to the mesoscale, where water vapour from a large area contributes to the
precipitation concentrated within a comparatively small area.
The question arises: what could be the net effect of aerosols on precipitation?
This question is especially important because in many studies only a decrease in precipitation in smoky air was claimed. The 2-D simulations discussed in the present study
show that in many cases an increase in the aerosol concentration decreases precipitation
from single cumulus clouds. Simulations with the spectral microphysics MM5 model
(Lynn et al. 2005b) of a rain event over Florida accompanied by a squall-line formation
showed that the increase in the CCN concentration led to some decrease in the net precipitation amount over the area with linear sizes of several hundred kilometres. At the
same time, the precipitation rate in the localized squall-line zone was higher in the case
of high CCN concentration. It seems that aerosols decreasing precipitation efficiency
of most of the clouds contribute to the formation of very intensive convective thunderstorms with high precipitation rates. Recent numerical simulations of the impacts
of Saharan dust on Florida convection (Van den Heever and Cotton 2004) support the
conclusion that aerosols invigorate convection. The increase in cloud intensity with CCN
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concentration, as well as cloud top height, must stimulate convective storm formation,
lightning formation, and possibly other dangerous meteorological phenomena.
A quantitative evaluation of aerosol effects on precipitation in general terms is
hardly possible within the frame of this study because we consider evolution of clouds of
a certain type within a certain range of thermodynamic conditions. Besides, quantitative
evaluations are difficult, taking into account the small number of clouds simulated
within a computational area, some limitations related to the model geometry, as well
as the method of cloud triggering used. More effort is required to provide quantitative
evaluation of aerosol effects on precipitation from different clouds under different
conditions.
The results of simulations show that an increase in the aerosol concentration leads
to a delay in precipitation onset which in the case of wind shear leads to a spatial
redistribution of precipitation. The increase in aerosol concentration influences the
precipitation type, fostering the formation of ice precipitation and decreasing the warm
rain amount.
The results of simulations also show that the cloud lifetime, as well as the area
covered by clouds, increase with the increase in CCN concentration. This effect could be
one of the reasons explaining the discrepancy between gauges and satellite estimations
of rainfall in equatorial Africa, but not in the Amazon basin, as reported by McCollum
et al. (2000). The convection in Africa is much more vigorous than that over the
Amazon, as indicated by twice the amount of lightning for a given rainfall amount in
Africa compared to the Amazon. We speculate that the greater aerosol amount over
Africa might be responsible for that.
Via this mechanism, aerosols must influence the radiation balance of the atmosphere. It is widely accepted that an increase in the aerosol concentration in the
atmosphere leads to climatic cooling. It is shown in the present study that an increase
in aerosol concentration leads to an increase in cloud coverage (an increase in the area
of cloud anvils of deep convective clouds) at higher levels in the atmosphere. This may
lead to atmospheric heating through a decrease in the radiative cooling. A significant
effect of cirrus cloud coverage on climate is discussed, for instance, by Lindzen et al.
(2001). We have to add here that deep clouds transport moisture to the upper troposphere. Thus the dynamical effects of aerosols on cumulus convection make the net
aerosol effect on the climate not so obvious.
The analysis of vertical profiles of latent heat release indicates that aerosols
redistribute net heating (convective heating) in the vertical direction. According to the
results obtained in this study, clouds developed in the air with maritime CCN provide
net heating (heating minus cooling) in the middle troposphere that agrees with budget
studies (Frank and McBride 1989; Gallus and Johnson 1991). The results obtained indicate also that an increase in the CCN concentration increases the level of the net heating
maximum. Thus, a high CCN concentration may be one of the mechanisms leading to
the higher location of the net heating maximum in continental conditions reported by
Gallus and Johnson (1991). It is well known that the atmospheric circulation at local
and global scales depends on the vertical distribution of latent heat release. Thus, one
can expect a substantial effect of aerosols not only on the dynamics of single clouds, but
also on the dynamics of atmospheric motions from convective to, possibly, global scales.
As was mentioned above, aerosols influence the precipitation efficiency.
Clouds of similar cloud top heights (i.e. similar cloud top temperatures) will precipitate
differently under different aerosol conditions (Rosenfeld and Ulbrich 2003). Thus, the
aerosol effects on precipitation should be taken into account in different rain retrieval
algorithms.
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